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Abstract 
Data Anonymization is technique used for organizing of data. Privacy Preserving Data Mining that is the study 

of data mining lot of Problems on privacy, it given growing thoughtfulness from the investigation community. 

Privacy-preservation data publishing has received lot of thoughtfulness, as it is always a problem of how to 

protect database of high dimension. In much organization where large number of personal data is available, such 

data must be protected. The personal data may be misused, for a variety of resolutions. In order to improve these 

apprehensions, a number of techniques have recently been proposed in order to perform the data mining tasks in 

a privacy-preserving way. There are several anonymization techniques available such as generalization and 

bucketization that are designed for privacy Preservation of micro data publishing. But it has been seen that for 

high dimension data generalization misses the information, bucketization on other hand does not prevent 

membership discovery. Here we are implementing additional anonymization technique known as Slicing. The 

consequence of using slicing is that it can switch high dimension data. Slicing conserves better data service than 

generalization and also prevents participation revelation. Here we focus on operational method that can be used 

for providing better data effectiveness and can handle high-dimensional data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 
There are various situations in which a person might choose to withhold their identity. Acts of charity 
have been performed anonymously when benefactors do not wish to be acknowledged. A person who 
feels threatened might attempt to mitigate that threat through anonymity. In certain situations, it is 
illegal to remain anonymous. In the United States, 24 states have “Stop and identify” statutes that 
requires persons Detained to self-identify when requested by a law enforcement officer. In recent years, due to 

increase in ability to store personal data about users and the increasing sophistication of data mining algorithms 
to leverage this information the problem of privacy-preserving data mining has become more important. A number 
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of anonymization techniques have been investigated in order to perform privacy-preserving data mining. Data 
anonymization technique for privacy-preserving data publishing has received a lot of attention in recent years. 
Detailed data (also called as micro data) contains information about a person, a household or an association. 
Most popular anonymization techniques are Generalization and Bucketization. There are number of attributes in 
each record which can be categorized as 1) Identifiers such as Name or Social Security Number are the 

attributes that can be uniquely identify the individuals. 2) some attributes may be Sensitive Attributes(SAs) such 
as disease and salary and 3) some may be Quasi-Identifiers (QI) such as zip code, age, and sex whose values, 

when taken together, can potentially identify an individual. 
 
 

II. Related Work 

 
Anonymity is the condition of having one‟s name or identity unknown or concealed. It serves valuable social 

resolutions and empowers individuals as against institutions by limiting surveillance, but it is also used by 

wrong doers to hide their actions or avoid accountability the ability to allow anonymous access to services, 

which avoid tracking of user's personal information and user behavior such as user location, frequency of a 

service usage, and so on. If someone sends a file, there may be information on the file that leaves a trail to the 

sender. The sender's information may be traced from the data logged after the file is sent.  
2.1. Anonymity vs. security 
Anonymity is a very powerful technique for protecting privacy. The decentralized and stateless design of the 

Internet is particularly suitable for anonymous behavior. Although anonymous actions can ensure privacy, they 

should not be used as the sole means for ensuring privacy as they also allow for harmful activities, such as 

spamming, slander, and harmful attacks without fear of reprisal. Security dictates that one should be able to 

detect and catch individuals conducting illegal behavior, such as hacking, conspiring for terrorist acts, and 

conducting fraud. Legitimate needs for privacy should be allowed, but the ability to conduct harmful anonymous 

behavior without responsibility and repercussions in the name of privacy should not. 
 
 
2.2 Anonymity vs. Privacy 
 
 
Privacy and anonymity are not the same. The distinction between privacy and anonymity is clearly seen in an 

information technology context. Privacy corresponds to being able to send an encrypted e-mail to another 

recipient. Anonymity corresponds to being able to send the contents of the e-mail in plain, easily readable form 

but without any information that enables a reader of the message to identify the person who wrote it. Privacy is 

important when the contents of a message are at issue, whereas anonymity is important when the identity of the 

author of a message is at issue. 
 

III. Projected Work 

 

Problem Statement 

 Database privacy is a concept that is important to associations and private citizens alike. Privacy professionals 

also can protect storage systems against theft involving servers, hard drives, desktops and laptops. Associations 

should ensure that storage management interfaces and all database backups, whether on-site or off-site, 

maintain their integrity. If attacks on a database occur, it is an association's responsibility to take defensive 

measures. This might first entail the immediate classification of data according to importance. Then, encryption 

methods might be employed to help protect applications and data based on their sensitivity levels. Of course, the 

best method of protecting a database's privacy is prevention. One method of database privacy protection might 

include assessing a database regularly for exploits and signs that it has been compromised. If an association can 

detect exploits or indications of database compromising before the threat becomes real and unmanageable, the 

database might be able to be rectified with little and reversible damage.  

 

  
Objectives  

An important investigate problem is for handling high-dimensional data. As per the above, Privacy Preservation 

for high dimensional database is important. There are two popular data anonymization technique Generalization 

and Bucketization. These techniques are designed for privacy preserving micro data publishing. Our Proposed 

work includes a slicing technique which is better than generalization and bucketization for the high dimension 

data sets. Slicing preserves better data utility than generalization and can be used for participation disclosure 

protection.  
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IV. SLICING ALGORITHMS 

 
Slicing first partitions attributes into columns. Each column contains a subset of attributes. This vertically 

partitions the table. Slicing also partition tuples into buckets. Each bucket contains a subset of tuples. 
 
  
4.1 Attribute Partition and Columns  
An attribute partition consists of several subsets of A, such that each attribute belongs to exactly one subset. 

Each subset ofS attributes is called a column. Specifically, let there be columnsC1, C2. . . Cc, then  

and for any 1≤ i1 ≠ i 2 ≤ c, C i1 ∩ Ci2 =  For simplicity of discussion, consider only one sensitive attribute S. If 

the data contain multiple sensitive attributes, one can either consider them separately or consider their joint 

distribution [25]. Exactly one of the c columns contains S. Without loss of generality, let the column that 

contains S be the last column Cc. This column is also called the sensitive column. All other columns {C1, 

C2,…..Cc-1} contain only QI attributes. 

  
Our algorithm partitions attributes so that highly correlated attributes are in the same column. This is good for 

both utility and privacy. In terms of data utility, grouping highly correlated attributes preserves the correlations 

among those attributes. In terms of privacy, the association of uncorrelated attributes presents higher 

identification risks than the association of highly correlated attributes because the association of uncorrelated 

attributes values is much less frequent and thus more identifiable. Therefore, it is better to break the associations 

between uncorrelated attributes, in order to protect privacy. In this phase, first compute the correlations between 

pairs of attributes and then cluster attributes based on their correlations. 

 
4.2Measures of Correlation  
Two widely used measures of association are Pearson correlation coefficient [5] and mean square contingency 

coefficient [5]. Pearson correlation coefficient is used for measuring correlations between two continuous 

attributes while mean-square contingency coefficient is a chi-square measure of correlation between two 

categorical attributes. Choose to use the mean-square contingency coefficient because most of our attributes are 

categorical. Given two attributes A1 and A2 with domains fv11; v12; . . . ; v1d1g and fv21; v22; . . . ; v2d2g, 

respectively. Their domain sizes are thus d1 and d2, respectively.  
The mean-square contingency coefficient between A1 and A2 is defined as 
 
 

 

 
 

Here, fi and fj are the fraction of occurrences of v1i andv2j in the data, respectively. , fi and fj is the fraction 

of co-occurrences of v1i and v2j in the data.
 
4.3  Column Generalization  
In the second phase, tuples are generalized to satisfy some minimal frequency requirement. We want to point 

out that column generalization is not an indispensable phase in our algorithm. As shown by Xiao and Tao [34], 

bucketization provides the same level of privacy protection as generalization, with respect to attribute disclosure. 

Although column generalization is not a required phase, it can be useful in several aspects. First, column 

generalization may be required for identity/ participation disclosure protection. If a column value is unique in a 

column (i.e., the column value appears only once in the column), a tuple with this unique column value can only 

have one matching bucket. This is not good for privacy protection, as in the case of generalization/bucketization 

where each tuple can belong to only one equivalence-class/bucket. The main problem is that this unique column 

value can be identifying. In this case, it would be useful to apply column generalization to ensure that each 

column value appears with at least some frequency.  
Second, when column generalization is applied, to achieve the same level of privacy against attribute disclosure, 

bucket sizes can be smaller. While column generalization may result in information loss, smaller bucket-sizes 

allow better data utility. Therefore, there is a trade-off between column generalization and tuple partitioning. The 

trade-off between column generalization and tuple partitioning is the subject of future work. Existing 

anonymization algorithms can be used for column generalization, e.g., Mondrian . The algorithms can be applied 

on the sub table containing only attributes in one column to ensure the anonymity requirement. 

4.4. Tuple Partitioning  
In the tuple partitioning phase, tuples are partitioned into buckets, no generalization is applied to the tuples. Fig. 

1 gives the description of the tuple-partition algorithm. The algorithm maintains two data structures: 
1) a queue of buckets Q   
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2) a set of sliced buckets SB.  
Initially, Q contains only one bucket which includes all tuples and SB is empty. For each iteration, the 

algorithm removes a bucket from Q and splits the bucket into two buckets .If the sliced table after the split 

satisfies l-diversity, then the algorithm puts the two buckets at the end of the queue Q.Otherwise, we cannot 

split the bucket anymore and the algorithm puts the bucket into SB . When Q becomes empty, we have 

computed the sliced table. The set of sliced buckets is SB .The main partof the tuple-partition algorithm is to 

check whether a sliced table satisfies „l-diversity . 

 
Algorithm tuple-partition (T, l )  
1. Q = {T}; SB =  .   
2. while Q is not empty   
3. Remove the first Bucket B from Q; Q= Q -{B}.   
4. Split B into two Buckets B1 and B2, as in Mondrian.   
5. if diversity-check (T,Q {B1,B2}   SB, l)  

 
6. Q= Q   {B1,B2}.  

 
7. else SB= SB   {B}.   
8. return SB.  

 

 
Algorithm1. The tuple-partition algorithm. 
 
Fig. 2 gives a description of the diversity-check algorithm. For each tuple t, the algorithm maintains a 

list of statistics L[t] about t‟s matching buckets. Each element in the list L[t]contains statistics about 

one matching bucket B: the matching probability p(t,B) and the distribution of candidate sensitive 

values D(t,B) 
 
 

Algorithm diversity-check(T,T*,l )  
1. for each tuple t   T, L[t] = .   
2. for each bucket B in T*   
3. record f(v) for each value v in bucket B.   
4. for each tuple t   T   
5. calculate p(t,B) and find (t,B).   
6. L[t]=L[t]  {(p(t,B), D(t,B))}.  

 
7. for each tuple t   T   
8. calculate p(t,s) for each based on L[t].   
9. if p(t,s) >1/l return false  
10.  return true. 

 
     Algorithm2 Algorithm diversity-check 

 
V. Experimental Results 

 
An important investigate problem is for handling high-dimensional data. As per the above, Privacy Preservation 

for high dimensional database is important. There are two popular data anonymization technique Generalization 

and Bucketization. These techniques are designed for privacy preserving micro data publishing. Our Proposed 

work includes a slicing technique which is better than generalization and bucketization for the high dimension 

data sets. Slicing preserves better data utility than generalization and can be used for participation disclosure 

protection. Existing data anonymization techniques can be classified in several dimensions. 

1)  Nature of data  
Techniques have been proposed for (a) tabular data, which represents information about entities 
(e.g., people), their quasi-identifiers (e.g., age, gender, zip code), and their sensitive information (e.g. 
salary, disease); (b) item set data, which represents transactional (or “market basket”) data, 
associating people with the sets of items purchased in a transaction; and(c) graph data, which 
represents sensitive associations between entities (e.g., people in social networks).  
2)  Anonymization approaches  
Proposed anonymization techniques use a variety of approaches, including 

(a) Suppression, where information  is removed from the data  

(b) Generalization, where information  is coarsened into sets 
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 (c) Perturbation, where noise is added to the data ; and  

(d) Permutation, where sensitive associations between entities are swapped.  
3)  Anonymization objectives  
Various privacy goals are achieved by ensuring the published data has certain properties, such as (a) k-

anonymity, where each individual in the database must be indistinguishable from k−1 others; (b) l-diversity, 

which seeks to ensure sufficient diversity in the sensitive information associated with individuals; and (c) other 

goals which aim to prevent certain inferences based on assumptions about knowledge held by an attacker.  
The person must be aware of various data anonymization technique. Futher, they should also be aware of 

relational database, and how better privacy can be given to those records that are available in database tables.  
Privacy for the database is becoming a huge problem. In many government and private associations, in 

Hospitals, various multinational companies, colleges etc. where there is large number of database available, 

privacy for such database should be maintained properly.Our implementation includes a large database of 

company known as Adventures Works. Its database includes tables such as Address table, Customer table, 

Customer Address table, Product, Product Description, Product Model table etc.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3(a): Figure shows the Table that containsDatabase of Customer Details 

 
Now, for such  database we are providing privacy, that no customer or product information gets loss.  
a) As we are slicing the database, so our database should be of very large size.  

b) After proper installation, the records in database table are to be protected. First, the original table will not be 

shown to outer world. The original table will be with administrator, and the sliced data in which the field in the 

record get clubbed with some other field record, will be shown to outer world. This clubbing is based on Gold 

Code interleaved sequence. For this, check whether one of the Original table records are clubbed or not, so that 

Database security or privacy of Database is maintained.   
(i) We first open the project which is named as Slicing Databases in Microsoft visual studio2010. 
(ii) At the time of execution, firstly the tables of the database are loaded.   
(iii) For slicing, apply slicing () class is created, by which the data are sliced.  

(iv) A original DB Address table is present. Two slice of this original table has been created, one is  

DB Address slice 1 and another is DB Address slice2. Class Database Operation is created, and all the 

records are read by (sqlReader.Read), then in try catch all the fields of the database are entered like 

“Address ID”, ”AddressLine1”, “AddressLine2”, ”City”, ”State Province” , “Country code” etc. All this 

information is added to slice table. In slice 1, DB Address slice1class is created, in which all the fields of 

that are present in slice 1 table, is entered. Like, “Address ID”, ”AddressLine1”, “AddressLine2” , ”City” 

are in slice 1. Now, for slice 2 another class is created DB Address slice 2 in which remaining fields of table 

are present. e.g. “State Province”, “Country code” etc. In this way, original table field is sliced.   
(v) Secondly, database table are sliced by using Gold   

Code Random Interleaved Sequence Algorithm. Which „Generate a slicing pattern. Random class is 

generated, this class represents pseudo random number generator, i.e. a device that produce a sequence of 

number that meet certain statistical requirement of randomness. 
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Fig. 3(b): Figure shows the Slicing applied on Database of Customer Details 
  

 
Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) describe the database table of Customer details and apply slicing technique on it. This 

table consist large number of columns such as Customer ID, Name, Address, Email id, Phone Number etc. such 

a large tables which is having large number of columns and fields in it i. e. high dimensional database, such 

database with personal information must be maintained with some privacy technique. Our fields in original 

database is saved with protectly and to outer world the sliced database is shown. Fig.3(a) shows such high 

dimensional database and in Fig 3(b) it shows that on left side there is a Original Data and on right side there is a 

Sliced Data in first row four fields are same in original and sliced data but it gets changed after fourth field it 

shows “Pamelo0” in right side and “garrett1” on left side i.e. Sliced Data, fifth field is “orlando0@adventure-

woks.com” on Original data and same field is sliced with “bob1@adventure-works.com”.  
Likewise, many of the fields are changed by applying slicing technique.  

The basic steps that are included are: 

a. Generate a pattern number  

b. Check if this number is already present in the pattern   
c. if present then create new number  

d. Add this to the list  

e. Slicing Pattern Generated!  

f. Slice 1 is from normal count, and Slice 2 is   from  Generated Pattern Count 

         g. Now show both the data‟s at the output 

 
VI.  Conclusion 

 
The anonymization, can provide strong and robust privacy protection to individuals in published or shared 

databases without sacrificing much utility of the data. Anonymity is very powerful technique for protecting privacy. 

This paper presents a new approach for privacy preservation called Slicing. Slicing is promising technique for 

handling high-dimensional data. By using slicing for the large datasets, can help to hide the original data from 

real world, identity the records will be changed or removed and then shown to the real world. This makes 

database more protect and also keep data privacy. Our comparison proves that slicing is better than 

generalization and Bucketization. In comparison it has been shown that, for high dimension data generalization 

loses considerable amount of information. And Bucketization does not prevent participation disclosure.  
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It has been proved that Slicing preserves the datasets of any large size. It is flexible for any large database i.e. it 

is better than other previous technique generalization and Bucketization. Anonymity in Database can be 

maintained properly.  
Here we discussed on Three Dimensions 
(1) Designing a simple, intuitive, and robust privacy model  
(2) Designing an effective anonymization technique that works with real-world databases  
(3) Developing a framework for evaluating privacy and utility tradeoff. 
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